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				ATTENTION

            			
              				
                				We are currently undergoing maintenance. As a result, links to our specific work pieces are not working.

You can click the link below to view some of our work on YouTube.

We apologize for the inconvenience 
    						YouTube

						
					

            			

        		  

		
					
						
							
								

							

						

					

					
		

	
				Our Company

            			
              				
                				Twisted Pair Productions is a full service media production company. We can customize a team of any size with the
right skills to turn your vision into reality.  You be the hero.
    						read more
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			SERVICES

				
							Audio Production
			Casting, Music, Original Music, Sound Recording, Mixing, Radio Production, Audio Post-Production, Managing, Scheduling, Remote Client Workflows
			

            			

          		

		
					
						
							
								“Nothing beats getting an honest emotional reaction from a client or an audience."
- Cary Ciesielski
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				We’re located in Regina, Saskatchewan

						603C Park Street

					

				

			

	
            			Experience

            			
              				
                				

                				

                				

                				

                				We’ve been described as creative, friendly, hard-working, problem solving, quality-focused, and innovative, but the word we hear most often is experience. 


It’s true that the combined years we've spent developing our craft is epic. 

However, that's not the most important experience.  Yours is. 

That's been a key from day one, and will continue to be important with everything we do.


                				

                				

                				

                				

              				

            			

 	         	

	
			Services

				
							Video Production
			Television, Corporate Videos, Social Ads, Cinematography, Timelapse Photography, Drone Footage, Writing, Directing, Editing, Producing, Managing, Scheduling, Remote Client Workflows
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						Hildy Bowen

						
							
								Marketing / Management / Producer

									
	


							

						

					

				

		
					
						
							
								
"A job like this requires curiosity, because things are changing everyday." 
 - Ross Hudgins
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			Services

				
							Digital Media
			Interactive Development, Virtual Reality, Training Solutions, Immersive Experiences, Web Applications, Mobile Applications
			

            			

          		

	
			Our Work

				
								The most important thing at
Twisted Pair is your story, your message.  It should be compelling,  and reach your audience.
		
							read more
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			More of Our Work

				
								To see more of our work, visit our YouTube page.
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						Michael Flaman

						
							
								Programming / Designing / Visual Effects

									
	


							

						

					

				

		
					
						
							
								


							

						

					

					
		

	
			News

				
								The site is new.  The logo is new.  Same Twisted Pair you know and love.
		
							read more

									

            			

          		

	
				Blog

            			
              				
                				
The 2020 Holiday Season Isn't Cancelled



Don't be surprised, but the holiday season is coming.  It may seem obvious, but every year someone forgets to produce their ad on time.  Whether you celebrate Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanza, Festivus, or just enjoy a few days off during the darkest days of the year, the timing is always the same. 




Most years, the stores are full of shoppers, online stores can barely keep up with demand, coffee shops churn out holiday-themed lattes in red and green cups, and everyone is frantically searching for that one perfect, thoughtful gift for their family, friends, coworkers, or pets.  We hope 2020 doesn't let us down as it comes to an end.




The most important shopping season of the year is upon us.  Getting your message to the masses is key. What do you have that would be the perfect present for grandma?  What do you sell that will make someone's significant other swoon? How cute are your dog sweaters?  Why should we shop with you instead of firing up the computer and ordering from Amazon?  What sets you apart?




Twisted Pair has decades of experience creating content for all kinds of businesses.  Whether you're a medium-sized chain or a small, family business, we know what it takes to get your message out there.  Let us help your customers find you, and get to know you. 




Let us help tell your story.				
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                				There’s a perfect voice for everything

                				Before recording a voice-over, it's important to establish your needs.  One of the critical questions to ask is, “What type of voice am I looking to hire?”  




If your script contains addresses, phone numbers and price points, we would suggest using an announcer.  Professional announcers can rip through those details in no time, with perfect diction.




If you have dialogue, personality and character become important.  Need emotion, a commanding tone, or a joke that lands… look for acting experience.




More complex scripts might require multiple voices or diversity.  No sweat, we've done it all.




Voice casting:  One of many services available at Twisted Pair.
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                				Video: No Longer an Option

                				If your business isn’t already using video marketing, you should get on board now. Static image based content can’t compete with the power of video, especially when it comes to trying to sell products and services online.  




70% of consumers have shared a brand's video, but you can't just throw something up there.  Good content still matters and quality is always going to matter.  




At Twisted Pair, we're not very good at selling sporting goods, or cars, or insurance.  We are good at developing compelling video campaigns which help companies sell sporting goods, cars, and insurance ... and many other products.   If you really want to move the needle, consider  360° video.  Reach out and let's talk about your business.

                				

                				

                				

                				

              				

            			

 	         	

	
				News

            			
              				
                				Nov 4, 2020




Twisted Pair Productions is excited to announce the promotion of Hildy W. Bowen from the position of bookkeeper and office manager to our new Sales and Business Development officer. Hildy has been a valuable member of the Twisted Pair team for the past 11 years.




She has demonstrated her considerable skills, working closely with clients to manage, schedule, and budget a variety of projects. Hildy has become more involved in client relations and project management over the past few years and will now spend her time focusing exclusively on new and existing clients.




She will work closely with company president, Mike MacNaughton to meet and engage with communications teams across Saskatchewan, and continue to develop the world-class work that we pride ourselves in.




We hope you'll join us in welcoming Hildy to this new role. We're sure you will enjoy working closely with her (as you have been) over the next number of years.




Best Regards,




Mike MacNaughton

President

Twisted Pair Productions Ltd.
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